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Who were the Grogons in Hesiod’s Theogony 270-296? The name Gorgons resonates with the name
of the Gergesenes whose country bordered the Sea of Galilee. This Sea of Galilee was harp shaped 
(Psalm 49:4) and a blueprint for Athanasius Kircher’s Atlantis map. There was a Decapolis of ten 
cities in this country that resonated with the ten kings of Atlantis. One of these cities was Gadara 
that resonated with both the name Gadeira who was Atlas’ twin king (Critias 114) and with the city 
of Gadir of which towards Atlantis was located (Critias 114). It was in this area around the city of 
Gadara where Jesus casted demons out of two demonic possessed men.

In Matthew 8:28 we read not about one but two demonic possessed men who encountered Jesus. 
They resonated with the dualism of the Atlantis story such as the five twin kings or the Pillars of 
Hercules. In Mark 5:1-10 and Luke 8:26-28 we read about the same story of Jesus who casted out 
demons. Their name was Legion and they were an echo of the armies of Atlantis. These demonic 
possessed men lived in caves. Such a cave was an echo of Plato’s famous cave. The whole story in 
Matthew 8:28, Mark 5:1-10 & Luke 8:26-28 breathes Atlantis. Gergenes or Gorgons had at least 
something to do with evil spirits. As Atlantis did. 

Alexander William Mair translated Hesiod’s Theogony and used the word “Graiai” for Gorgons. He 
wrote that these Gorgons were born with a grey skin. Could it be that these Gorgons were in fact 
what we call today “Gray Aliens”? The Gray Aliens are the vassals of satan. As Baal-Tsaphon aka 
the Greek God Zeus was an image of satan (Exodus 14:1-2). As Poseidon and Athena were images 
of satan. Poseidon was the Philistinian God Dagon who was the opponent of Yhwh in 1 Samuel 5. 
Athena was the goddess of the Sidonians as mentioned in 1 Kings 11:5. They were all masks of 
satan and opponents of Yhwh, who is the God of the Bible. 


